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In this talk, we will (i) discuss the large-scale operationalisation of usage-based construction grammar, (ii)
present a broad-coverage usage-based construction grammar operationalised in the Fluid Construction
Grammar framework (Steels, 2011; van Trijp et al., 2022), and (iii) introduce a tool that makes use of
this grammar to support searching through corpora from a semantic perspective.
The grammar was constructed algorithmically based on the PropBank-annotated EWT (Bies et al.,

2012) and OntoNotes (Weischedel et al., 2013) corpora. In essence, it contains over a 100,000 con-
structions, interlinked by a categorial network consisting of over 85,000 nodes representing grammatical
categories and 750,000 edges representing categorial links. The grammar can efficiently and effectively
be used to map from English utterances (form) to frame-semantic-inspired representations formalised
using the PropBank convention (meaning) (Palmer et al., 2005). It thereby mainly focusses on events
and their participants on the semantic side and argument structure on the form side.
Apart from a general discussion about why scaling (usage-based) construction grammar is of crucial

importance for the future of the field and presenting a novel methodology to automatically build large-
scale usage-based construction grammars, we will also introduce a first example of a methodological
tool that makes use of this methodology to support usage-based linguists in their empirical research.
More specifically, the tool enables users to search for corpus observations which instantiate a particular
semantic structure. For example, a user might want to search for corpus observations in which the trans-
fer sense of the verb ‘give’ is expressed in combination with an agent (i.e. a giver), a theme (i.e. a thing
being given) and a beneficiary (i.e. a receiver). The tool then retrieves corpus examples that instantiate
this semantic structure using any morpho-syntactic realisation, e.g. ‘scholars will give you a detailed
analysis’, ‘he gives priority to diplomacy or internal affairs’ or ‘the Spirit gives to one person the power to
do miracles’. The tool provides a user-friendly interface for defining semantic structures of interest using
the PropBank rolesets. Optionally, form-related constraints can be included, in particular constraints on
the order in which the semantic roles are realised, the morpho-syntactic means through which one or
more of the semantic roles are expressed, or the exact strings that appear in the instantiations of the
semantic roles. A beta version of the tool is available at https://ehai.ai.vub.ac.be/ccxg-explorer/.
In sum, this talk will make a case for scaling up (usage-based) construction grammar, present a novel

methodology for algorithmically building large-scale usage-based construction grammar, and introduce
a methodological tool that uses this methodology to support empirical linguistic research.
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